[The nitrate and temperature impact analysis in the detection of COD by UV spectrum].
Configured standard solution of chemical oxygen demand with potassium hydrogen phthalate was used as experimental subjects, collected ultraviolet absorption spectra of the standard solution in the range of 1,800 mg x L(-1), were collected, and PLS (partial least squares) algorithm was used to establish the correction model of different spectral region, the results showed that. The model in the spectral region of 265-310 nm had the highest correlation and smallest error; In order to eliminate the impact of nitrates and temperature on the detection of the COD , studied the changes of the UV absorption spectrum with different concentrations of sodium standard solution and different temperature. The results showed that absorption of nitrate in 208-238 nm was apparent, and the model for spectral region of 265-310 nm was free from the influence of nitrate; In the full range of spectrum, temperature rising leads to an increase in absorbance, thus the temperature compensation model was established for the different spectral region through predictive analysis.